This report addresses the development of automated video-screening technology to assist security forces in protecting our homeland against terrorist threats. A prevailing threat is the covert placement of bombs inside crowded public facilities. Although videosurveillance systems are increasingly common, current systems cannot detect the placement of bombs. It is also unlikely that security personnel could detect a bomb or its placement by observing video from surveillance cameras. The problems lie in the large number of cameras required to monitor large areas, the limited number of security personnel employed to protect these areas, and the intense diligence required to effectively screen live video from even a single camera. Different from existing video-detection systems designed to operate in nearly static environments, we are developing technology to detect changes in the background of dynamic environments: environments where motion and human activities are persistent over long periods. Our goal is to quickly detect background changes, even if the background is visible to the camera less than 5 percent of the time and possibly never free from foreground activity. Our approach employs statistical scene models based on mixture densities. We hypothesized that the background component of the mixture has a small variance compared to foreground components. Experiments demonstrate this hypothesis is true under a wide variety of operating conditions. A major focus involved the development of robust background estimation techniques that exploit this property. We desire estimation algorithms that can rapidly produce accurate background estimates and detection algorithms that can reliably detect background changes with minimal nuisance alarms. Another goal is to recognize unusual activities or foreground conditions that could signal an attack (e.g., large numbers of running people, people falling to the floor, etc.). Detection of background changes and/or unusual foreground activity can be used to alert security forces to the presence and location of potential threats. The results of this research are summarized in several MS Power-point slides included with this report. 4
Introduction
The problem we are addressing is the development of automated video-screening technology to assist security forces in protecting our homeland against terrorist threats. A prevailing threat is the covert placement and subsequent remote detonation of bombs (e.g., briefcase bombs) inside crowded public facilities. These locations are ideal for terrorist attacks because 1) many facilities do not screen people entering or exiting the facility due to high costs and intense manpower requirements, 2) it is relatively easy to place a bomb unnoticed because of all the surrounding activity, 3) there is a high potential for large numbers of casualties, and 4) the idea of someone bombing a crowded public facility strikes fear into the hearts of nearly all Americans.
Background
Although video surveillance systems are increasingly common in public facilities throughout the U.S., current systems are unable to detect the placement of bombs. The mere presence of surveillance cameras is assumed to provide some degree of deterrence. It is also unlikely that security personnel could detect a bomb or, someone placing a bomb, by observing live video from surveillance cameras. The problems lie in the large number of cameras required to effectively monitor a large area, the limited number of security personnel employed to protect these areas, and the intense diligence required to effectively screen live video from even a single camera. Automated video motion detection and tracking systems currently exist for detecting intrusions into a monitored, or protected, area (e.g., the perimeter surrounding a nuclear facility). One of the basic underlying assumptions used by algorithm designers of these systems is that the background is free of targets, or motion, most of the time. That is, the camera mostly observes a relatively static background. The performance of these systems is poor in extremely dynamic environments where motion and human activity are persistent (e.g., inside a subway station, airport, or bus depot).
Technical Approach
Our approach was to develop an automated video-screening technology that is capable of quickly detecting changes in the static background of an otherwise, dynamic environment. Different from existing video-detection systems designed to operate in static environments, the video-screening technology is capable of detecting changes in the static background of a dynamic environment: environments where motion and human activities are persistent. Our goal was to quickly detect background changes, even if the background is visible to the camera less than 5% of the time. Our approach employs statistical scene models based on mixture densities. We hypothesized that the static-background component of the mixture has a small variance compared to dynamic components. Our initial experiments show this is true about 90% of the time. We have identified extensions to these models that will enable accurate estimation of the static background over 99.9 % of the time. This requirement is based on manpower estimates for response. We have demonstrated robustthreat-detection capabilities using subsequent comparisons of static-background estimates to detect changes and to alert security to the presence and location of potential threats (e.g., the placement of a briefcase bomb next to a trash can). A guard can then make a visual assessment of any potential threat and plan an appropriate response.
Mixture Model for Background Estimation
Our baseline approach is based on the results of a 2002 late-start LDRD that funded a study to determine the feasibility of using video-based systems to detect changes in the static background of an otherwise, dynamic environment. The results of that study demonstrated tremendous potential. Our approach employed a statistical scene model based on a mixture of two Gaussian densities. The parameters of the model include the mean and standard deviation of the background component (μ B , σ B ), the mean and standard deviation of the foreground component (μ F , σ F ), and the a priori probabilities of both background and foreground, the sum of which add to one (P B + P F = 1). The parameter of interest (i.e., the one we are trying to estimate) is the mean of the background component, μ B . We hypothesized that the static-background component of the mixture has a small variance compared to dynamic, or foreground, components. Initial experiments have validated this hypothesis. The previous graph shows an actual histogram of the gray-level values of a single pixel sampled 30 times per second over a 50-second window in an extremely dynamic environment. Notice the standard deviation of background values is much less than the standard deviation of foreground values. Also notice that the samplemean of the mixture, the statistic traditionally used by video motion detection algorithms to estimate the background, is much closer to μ F than to μ B . This shows that the sample mean is not robust for background estimation in a dynamic environment. Instead, as our baseline, we investigated using the sample mode of the mixture to estimate the mean of the background component. The sample mode is the most frequently observed value (i.e., the value indicated by the peak in the histogram). Notice that, for this mixture, the sample mode is a very good estimate of μ B . A sufficient condition for the mode to be a good estimate of the background mean is P B > 1/(1 + σ F /σ B ). This condition guarantees that the amplitude of the background peak is greater than the amplitude of the foreground peak. If σ F = 9σ B , then P B > .1 is sufficient. That is, under this condition, we need to observe the background greater than 10% of the time. A major focus of our technical work was to extend our baseline approach (using the sample mode) to allow accurate background estimation even when P B < 1/(1 + σ F /σ B ). The periods when this condition is true would be the most ideal time for terrorists to conduct an attack. Another focus has been on the development of techniques to reduce the time required to accurately estimate the background and detect changes. Our goal is to give responders plenty of time to assess and engage potential threats.
Investigations for Estimating μ B when P B < 1/(1 + σ F /σ B ) One approach we investigated to achieve this goal was to high-pass filter the histograms for each pixel. Since the background component resembles an impulse, it will readily be passed to the output by the filter. Since the foreground component of the mixture is much
broader, it will be greatly attenuated by the filter. The location of the peak value of the high-pass filtered histogram will identify μ B . The following figures demonstrate how this approach adequately estimates μ B even when P B < 1/(1 + σ F /σ B ). In this case, the sample mode of the original histogram on the left would have identified μ F . The location of the peak value in the filtered histogram correctly identifies μ B . As will be explained later, this approach can also be exploited to reduce nuisance alarms in the detection algorithm.
Investigations for Speeding the Estimation of μ B
Another key focus of our work was to speed up the estimation process. The two goals (estimate more quickly and observe less frequently) actually conflict. The number of samples required to estimate μ B depends on the standard deviation of background pixels.
Empirical results indicate that σ B is generally 2 or less. We tested this by observing different static backgrounds over several hundred frames and computed the standard deviation of the gray level for each pixel in the image. Shown is a sample image from the static background sequence and a histogram of the standard deviation values computed for each pixel in the image.
We found the results vary somewhat from camera to camera and also depend on the automatic gain control (AGC) setting of the camera. Under low-light conditions, the AGC automatically increases the gain and the pixel standard deviation increases (i.e., becomes noisier). Under daylight and normal room lighting, however, the results shown in the previous histogram are typical.
With knowledge of σ B , we conducted experiments to determine how many samples were required for the sample mode to be a good estimate of the population mean given we only observe representative background samples. We used the standard error of the estimate as a measure of goodness.
Defining the error of the estimate as error = estimate -μ B , the standard error is simply the standard deviation of the error. An estimator is said to be consistent if the standard error tends towards zero as the number of samples used to formulate the estimate tends towards infinity. When comparing different estimators, the estimator with the smallest standard error is best. It is well known from statistics that the sample mean is the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the population mean. It is also well known that if a ML estimate exists, then no other estimator will have a smaller standard error (i.e., it is the minimum variance estimator). The ML estimate, however, is often not robust in the presence of outliers and, as was shown earlier, is not robust for background estimation in dynamic environments. We can, none the less, use the standard error of the sample mean as a bound on estimator performance. We desire a robust estimator whose standard error rapidly approaches zero, or at least approaches the standard error of the sample mean, as the number of samples increase. The following graph plots the standard error, σ error , as a function of the number of samples, N, for three different estimators of μ B when σ B = 2. Note in this experiment, the estimate is based solely on observations of background (i.e., no foreground activity present). The red curve shows results for our baseline estimator, the sample mode statistic. The blue curve shows results obtained using the sample mode of low-pass filtered (i.e., smoothed) pixel histograms. The yellow curve shows results using a trimmed mean statistic. Finally, the green curve demonstrates the performance bound obtained using the sample mean. These results indicate that between 10 and 40 samples are 
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Frame # 100 200 300 8K E necessary to reduce the standard error below 1. For a standard deviation of 1 gray level, the true value of the background will be within +/-3 gray levels of the estimate 98% of the time (assuming a Gaussian distribution). For change detection purposes, this would require a detection threshold setting greater than 4. Note that the performance of these estimators tends to level off after approximately 200 observations of background have been obtained. Sometimes even more than 200 samples could be required depending on if the background is relatively static, or also contains dynamic components (e.g., leaves rustling due to wind). The estimator based on the trimmed mean statistic gave the best performance. This statistic is formulated by computing the center of mass of histogram bins that are within a specified radius of the sample mode. The trimmed mean statistic has also proven robust for background estimation. Note that since the trimmed mean converges to the background faster than the sample mode, it provides a speed up in background change detection.
Another important performance indicator for background estimation is the number of observed video frames required to formulate an accurate background estimate. Based on the previous results, this number depends on N (the number of background observations required to estimate μ B ). Empirical results suggest that up to 40 samples are required if we continuously observe background. If we only observe background P B x100% of the time, then the minimum number of video frames required for background estimation is equal to N/ P B . For example, if background is observed only 10% of the time, then 40/.1 = 400 frames are required. We investigated several approaches to reduce the time required to obtain an accurate background estimate and to detect changes. Based on the previous equation, reducing the number of frames requires that either we decrease N or we increase P B . Although this might not seem possible, we have employed various innovative techniques to do this.
In addition to the sample mode, the sample mode of the smoothed pixel histograms, and the trimmed mean statistic, we examined 3 additional techniques to speed up the estimation process. One technique leverages the statistical similarities of spatially proximate pixelsallowing us to reach N in fewer frames by combining multiple pixel values in each individual frame. Another technique looks for short periods of extended stationarity in the pixel statistics. This technique uses a statistic that is not related to the mode. A major advantage of this approach is that it doesn't require memory allocation for histograms for every pixel (approximately 150Mbytes for a 640x480 pixel image). A third technique uses multiple cameras observing a common background from different viewpoints. The idea is that while part of the background might be occluded from one camera, the chances are that it might be visible to other cameras (i.e., with multiple viewpoints, we are actually increasing the probability that we will observe the background). The previous graph demonstrates the performance of these estimators in an extremely dynamic environment by comparing estimates at each frame with a background "truth" image acquired under static conditions. For each pixel, the absolute difference between the estimate and the truth value is compared to a threshold of 6. The vertical axis indicates the number of differences that exceed the threshold in each frame. Ideally, this number should go to zero. The red curve shows the performance of the baseline sample mode estimator. The yellow curve shows the performance of the trimmed mean estimator. The green curve shows the performance using spatially proximate pixels to build the histograms more quickly. The blue curve illustrates the performance based on the extended stationarity concept. Of all the techniques investigated, the extended stationarity approach exhibited the best convergence. Note that after just 300 frames, the number of misclassified pixels was zero for this method. The following sequence of images illustrates the classification error based on this approach after 1, 50, 150, and 300 frames (red pixels indicate errors).
The following graph represents the concept of extended stationarity for just one pixel. The standard deviation of pixel values over the past 15 frames is computed. If the standard deviation was less than 1, then those pixels are declared stationary. Detected stationary pixel regions are marked in blue. These values are then recursively averaged to compute the background estimate. The red curve indicates actual pixel values. The yellow curve is the measured standard deviation of pixel values. The histogram shown to the right shows the sample mean estimate of the background (blue line) and the estimate based on extended stationarity (yellow line). Note how accurately the estimate based on extended stationarity predicted the true background value (in this case, in agreement with the sample mode).
Investigations for Reducing Nuisance Alarms
We successfully demonstrated robust threat detection capabilities using subsequent comparisons of static-background estimates to detect changes (e.g., the placement of a briefcase bomb). The following picture illustrates results based on the mode statistic. The upper left picture is from the actual input stream. The lower left shows the current background estimate. The upper right is the previous background estimate. The lower right shows detected changes. The red blob in the lower right hand corner was the result of a water bottle that was removed from the scene. Although the system performed quite well, major obstacles exist in keeping nuisance alarms at acceptable levels.
Nuisance alarms can be caused by benign changes in the background due to shadows and other lighting effects. Nuisance detections are visible in the detected image (lower-right image) in the lefthand picture hanging on the wall. We explored various approaches to minimize nuisance alarms. One approach exploited the estimation algorithm directly. Our background estimation technique is unique in that it can detect if it is unable to formulate a background estimate. The presence of background is indicated by an impulse, or narrow peak, in the pixel histogram. If this peak is absent for a particular pixel, we simply ignore that pixel for detection purposes. We also explored another approach more suited to the extended stationarity technique.
Here we just counted the number of detected stationary pixel intervals over a specified time period. If the total number of pixels included in the stationary intervals is too small, then that pixel is ignored for detection purposes. We also successfully demonstrated the benefit of high-pass filtering the input video stream to reduce the sensitivity to lighting variations. This approach has been successfully applied in more traditional video motion detection algorithms and has proved just as suitable for our background estimation algorithms.
Presentations
The following power-point slides summarize the results of this research. 
Background Estimation & Change Detection in Extremely Dynamic Environments

Statistical Scene Model
• The pdf of each pixel can be modeled as a Gaussian mixture:
Where x is the gray-level or feature value for each pixel, • The statistic we use for estimating the mean background level at each pixel is the sample mode of each mixture density. • Look for new foreground objects that remain stationary (e.g., Lockheed Martin NY Subway system)
• Doesn't work well in very dynamic conditions
• Current video motion detection and tracking systems assume the scene is free of motion, or foreground activity, most of the time.
• This assumption allows pixel averaging to be a good estimate of the background.
• Averaging does not provide robust background estimates in extremely dynamic scene environments.
Programmatic Accomplishments
• Presentation to Pace VanDevender 
Technical Accomplishments
• Developed capability to rapidly estimate background even when background is observed less than 5%
• Developed robust techniques to significantly speed up background estimation and change detection
• Developed new, robust algorithm for background estimation that eliminates the mass-memory requirements of our baseline approach based on the sample-mode statistic
• Developed robust algorithms for reducing nuisance alarms
• Investigated traditional approaches for probability mixture estimation (Pearson's method of moments)
Marketing Troubles
• The terrorist attacks involving London's mass transit system demonstrated the extremely high value of video surveillance for postattack assessment.
• Subsequent to the London attack, Lockheed Martin was awarded a $212M, 3 year contract to install a video surveillance system with 1000 cameras in the New York Subway system.
• Lockheed advertised the ability to instantly detect background changes (e.g., someone leaving a brief case unattended).
• A demonstration of this capability, not mentioning any of the limitations, was broadcast on public news channels world wide.
• Their approach detects new foreground objects that remain stationary.
• This approach is inadequate in extremely dynamic environments -ones where terrorists would prefer to carry out an attack.
• CUSTOMERS (E.G., DARPA, DoD, DOE) HAVE THE PERCEPTION THAT THIS IS NOW A SOLVED PROBLEM.
Results
• This research has enormous potential for protecting our Nation from terrorist attacks.
• Depending on foreground statistics, we found that the samplemode was adequate if we could expect to observe the background greater than 5% of the time (i.e., P B > .05).
• Depending on the characteristics of foreground activity, detection can take as long as several minutes.
• High-pass filtering pixel histograms enabled robust background estimation even when P B < .05.
• Extended Stationarity algorithms enabled significant increases in the speed of background estimation.
Empirical evaluation of σ B
σ B is generally < 1 and is most always < 2. 
Minimizing Nuisance Alarms
• Require narrow peak to exist in pixel histogramotherwise ignore pixel
• Require periods of extended stationarity to be detected -otherwise ignore pixel
• High-pass filter input images to reduce sensitivity to ambient lighting variations, shadows, etc.
Pearson's Method of Moments
• Research partners at NMSU have been evaluating traditional methods (Pearson's method of moments) for estimating the parameters of a mixture density.
• These methods are generally much more computationally intensive than the methods based on the sample mode or the method based on extended stationarity.
• • Goal: Filter out pixels with high variance, because they are likely to be foreground pixels.
( ) ( ) 
Neighbor Supported Variance Histogram
• Goal: Filter out pixels with high variance and neighbors who have high variance, because they are likely to be foreground pixels. 
Statistical Scene Model Assumptions
For a large number of samples of any one pixel in a surveillance video the intensity histogram should be a mixture of two Gaussian functions:
• the background intensity -small variance for example, a wall.
• the foreground intensity -large variance for example, people walking.
Pearson's Method of Moments
Pearson's Method of Moments yields estimates of the means, variances and the relative weight of each distribution.
Using the Estimates
Assuming the background component is the distribution with smaller variance, the background mean can be observed and changes in the mean will imply changes in the background.
Application
• Even if the means of the distributions are not obvious visually in relative frequency histograms, this method can still extract them.
• Although more computationally intensive, this method requires relatively few frames (<100) and is therefore closer to a video "realtime" algorithm.
When is the Mode a Good Estimate?
Mode ≅ μ F Mode ≅ μ B Pearson's Method of Moments will remove completely buried components in a mixture such as the one below.
More on the Method of Moments Estimation
The method of moments proves to be a useful tool in the separation of mixtures.
Consider the mixture of two univariate probability density functions with parameters: mean and variance: 
we obtain the following system of five nonlinear simultaneous equations:
Pearson solved this system of equations to form a ninth degree polynomial in u.
Applying a real negative root of the ninth degree polynomial as The estimates of the five parameters of the mixture may be derived as follows: 
Considerations to take when using the Method of Moments Estimation in Practice
• Occasionally, more than one real negative root will come from the ninth degree polynomial. In this case the theoretical sixth moment should be computed using the results from all sets of estimations and the root that agrees best with the observed sixth moment chosen.
• When the mean of the two distributions are equal the method of moments will continue to estimate the mean and variance within the same degree of error.
• However, when the variance of each distribution are equal the method of moments will accurately estimate the means but the variance may not be correct. This statement is made based on the manipulation of data created using a random number generator.
Summary of Methods and Request for Questions
• The modal method of estimating the intensity value of background can take as many as 1000 frames, approximately 30 seconds of average video time. However, this method is much less effort computationally than MOM which is very important when considering 300,000 pixels per frame.
• When the background component of the mixture is buried within the foreground component, the baseline modal method will fail.
• The method of moments will closely estimate the means of those more troubling situations described above and can take as few as 100 frames or 3 seconds of video, however, this method is very processor and memory intensive involving solving several nonlinear simultaneous equations for each pixel.
• A combination of the two methods is being considered. Research is in progress to improve the computational efficiency of using the method of moments for single mean estimation. 
Pixel Intensity Over 2000 Frames
